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Abstract: Recently, many educational institutions have had to maintain a large number of PCs (educational PCs). It is common for the administrators of these institutions to use a disk image distribution system to manage them all together. It allows the administrators to keep all of their educational PCs in the same configuration with ease. This method, however, robs them of the flexibility of management. Suppose that use of certain application software is restricted to specific users or sites in those institutions. Suppose also that use of other application software is requested to be prohibited by teachers during classes. It is hard for the administrators to satisfy all of these requirements with the traditional method since it causes heavy administrative burden. This paper proposes a flexible method to manage application software on educational Windows PCs without significant efforts of the administrators even with these requirements. The proposed method controls the execution of individual application software on each educational PC to create the requested environments. Teachers as well as the administrators can directly and dynamically change its configuration during their classes. An execution control system was actually implemented as a prototype to show the feasibility of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Recently, to meet the requirements for information literacy education and the demands for computer-assisted teaching, many educational institutions such as universities have had to support a lot of educational PCs [1], [2], [3]. Since an increase in the number of educational PCs raises the administrative burden, a method to alleviate it has been a major concern of the administrators in these institutions [4], [5].

Disk image distribution systems are usually used for this purpose. With a disk image distribution system, a disk image of one model PC can be distributed to all of the educational PCs at once. This helps the administrators keep all of their educational PCs in the same configuration.

This method, however, robs them of the flexibility of management that is always required in most higher educational institutions like universities. There, each department has its own educational policies. This means that each department usually requests different environments for their educational PCs. Most of all, application software environments for its education are likely to differ among departments.

Some departments may request certain application software whose license fee needs to be paid. Other departments may hope to use other application software that should be used after sufficient ethics and compliance education and thus the administrators do not want the other students to use it. Even in classes, teachers hope to restrict use of specific application software during examinations.

With the traditional method using a disk image distribution system, it is hard for the administrators to satisfy all of these requirements. The first requirement, which causes fruitless license fee, can be satisfied if user license (the amount of payment depends on the number of users) options are provided for the application software. However, if no sophisticated license servers are provided, students who do not belong to the corresponding departments can waste the limited number of licenses. In addition, there is application software, especially from small software vendors or individuals, for which only device license (the amount of payment depends on the number of installations) options are provided.

The first and second requirements might be satisfied to some extent if the administrators could maintain a different model disk image for each request. The number of installations of the application software could be reduced to the number of educational PCs in the PC rooms of the corresponding departments. The application software that should be used after sufficient ethics and compliance education could be installed only within the PC rooms of the corresponding departments.

This method, however, is not acceptable if many departments have different demands since the administrative burden increases linearly with the number of managed model disk images. Moreover, if use of certain application software is asked to be restricted only to a group of users such as a group of students taking a specific class, the method using multiple model disk images cannot fulfill this request depending on the way of image distribution, as described later in Section 4.1. Even though it is possible, it raises the number of managed model disk images, increasing the administrative burden. The method also does not have real-time control.
of restriction policies to support the third requirement. Hence, a method to regain the lost flexibility of management due to the use of disk image distribution systems without committed efforts of the administrators even with the above requirements is needed.

This paper proposes a flexible method to manage application software on educational Windows PCs *1. The proposed method creates individual application software environments by controlling the execution of application software on each educational PC. It lets the administrators restrict use of each application software to specific groups of users or educational PCs without relying on creating specific model disk images, which increases the administrative burden linearly as described above. Teachers as well as the administrators are allowed to build arbitrary application software environments directly and dynamically during their classes without losing definitive decisions of the administrators.

Note that there are several options for operating systems on educational PCs, such as the Microsoft Windows family, Apple OS X, and Linux [9], [10], [11], [12]. In addition, some institutions provide different versions of the same operating system due to the constraints of indispensable application software while other institutions offer different families of operating systems. This paper, however, assumes that only a single version of Windows is installed on all of the educational PCs for implementation reasons and for simplicity *2. This paper also assumes that no multiboot feature is used on the educational PCs, also for simplicity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The management cost of educational PCs is formulated in Section 2. Section 3 discusses related work. Section 4 describes an overview of the management of educational PCs using a disk image distribution system and its problem is clarified. A flexible management method with the execution control of application software is proposed in Section 5. An implementation of the proposed method is described in Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Management Cost of Educational PCs

In this section, the management cost of educational PCs in a typical educational institution is formulated to prepare for the discussions in this paper. It is assumed that only a single version of Windows is installed on all of the educational PCs and the multiboot feature is not used, as described in the previous section.

The number of educational PCs \( n_{pc} \), the number of their users \( n_{users} \), and the number of PC rooms in that institution are assumed to be fixed and given, for simplicity. Variables depending on these fixed variables, such as license fees depending on \( n_{pc} \), are thus fixed too, if they do not depend on any of the other variables. In addition, demands for use of each application software (who uses it or where it is used) are also assumed to be fixed and given though the administrators cannot always meet them.

Basically, the management cost \( c \) of educational PCs is expressed as the sum of the three types of costs as follows:

\[
    c = c_s + c_l + c_o,
\]

where \( c_s \) is system cost, \( c_l \) is license cost, and \( c_o \) is operating cost.

The system cost is the cost of introducing and maintaining the educational system. It is assumed that software and hardware maintenance contracts are required for the educational system. When using a disk image distribution system, its initial and maintenance costs, including license fee of the system, are contained in this category. The license cost is needed whenever any application software whose license fee needs to be paid is used on the educational PCs.

Moreover, the administrators have a responsibility to keep their educational PCs up-to-date. Whenever any new patches are released, they have to apply them as soon as possible. Whenever teachers ask them to install new application software, they have to do it before their classes. With a disk image distribution system, the administrators have to make these changes to all of the related model disk images and redistribute them. These operations create the operating cost. In our university, we perform these operations once a month, after periodic releases of patches of the operating system. Other operations of the administrators such as system upgrade, setting change, user education and support, and troubleshooting also add to the operating cost. System upgrade cost is generated when a system requires any upgrades, such as security upgrades. Setting change cost is created when the administrators have to change settings of their systems. User education and support, and troubleshooting costs get higher when a system becomes more complex, usually due to integrating several systems.

Since budget and human resources of the ICT department in most universities have continued to decrease in recent years, it is essential to establish a way to provide requested services within the limited resources. To address this issue, the traditional method using a disk image distribution system has been introduced in many universities, reducing \( c_o \). We first formulate the management cost of the traditional method with only one model disk image to make clear its characteristics.

The management cost of the traditional method with one model disk image \( c_{tra}(1) \) is expressed as follows:

\[
    c_{tra}(1) = c_{tra}(1) + \left( \sum_{a \in A_{user}} n_{users}(a) c_{user}(a, n_{user}(a)) + \sum_{a \in A_{pc}} n_{pc} c_{pc}(a, n_{pc}) \right) + \left( c_{os} + \sum_{a \in A} c_{app}(a) + c_{tra}(1) \right), \tag{2}
\]

where \( c_{tra}(1) \) is the system cost of the traditional method with one model disk image. It contains costs for educational PCs, various servers, storages, and so on. \( A_{user} \) and \( A_{pc} \) are sets of installed application software with user license options, such as floating license and campus license, and with device license options, such as free license and volume license, in this institution, respectively. \( A \) is a set of installed application software in this institution. That is, \( A_{user} \cup A_{pc} = A \) and \( A_{user} \cap A_{pc} = \emptyset \). \( n_{user}(a) \) is the number of users for the application software \( a \). That is, \( n_{user}(a) \leq n_{user} \). \( c_{user}(a, n_{user}(a)) \) is the per-user license cost for \( a \) with user license options when \( n_{user}(a) \) users use \( a \). \( c_{pc}(a, n_{pc}) \) is the per-device license cost for \( a \) with device license options when \( a \) is installed on
Equation (2) shows that the license cost for the application software with device license options increases in proportion to $n_{pc}$ with this method. Since there have been a large number of educational PCs in most universities as described above, this method wastes unnecessary license fees if just a limited group of users, such as students from a department, uses certain application software. As a result, the group usually gives up the use of the application software if the group is asked to pay all of the license fee. Otherwise, the administrators are requested to manage two model disk images: one having the application software and the other not having the application software. Multiple model disk images are also requested, when certain application software that other not having the application software. Multiple model disk images are also requested, when certain application software that are not installed. That is, $n_{pc,ins}(a)$ is the number of educational PCs where the application software $a$ is installed. That is, $n_{pc,ins}(a) \leq n_{pc}$. $c_{lpc}(a, n_{pc,ins}(a))$ is the per-device license cost for $a$ with device license options when $a$ is installed on $n_{pc,ins}(a)$ educational PCs. $M$ is a set of managed model disk images. That is, the number of elements in $M$ is $n_m$, $A_{ins}(m)$ is the set of installed application software on the model disk image $m$. That is, $\bigcup_{a \in M} A_{ins}(m) = A$. $c_{o,os}(n_m)$ is the additional operating cost of the traditional method with $n_m$ model disk images, such as additional system upgrades (if required), setting change, and troubleshooting costs. Other variable definitions are identical with those in Eq. (2). Since this paper assumes that the operating system on all of the educational PCs is a single version of Windows as described above, $c_{o,os}$ is considered to be fixed, for simplicity, though some efficiency gains may be obtained in fact. Similarly, each $c_{o,app}(a)$ is considered to be fixed.

$$
c_{o,os}(n_m) = \left( c_{o,os}(1) + c_{o,os}(n_m) \right) + \left\{ \sum_{a \in A_{user}} n_{user}(a)c_{luser}(a, n_{user}(a)) \right\} + \left\{ \sum_{a \in A_{pc}} c_{lpc}(a, n_{pc,ins}(a)) \right\} + \left\{ \sum_{a \in M} c_{o,os} + \sum_{a \in A_{ins}(m)} c_{o,app}(a) \right\} + c_{o,os}(1)$$

Equation (3) shows that the operating costs for maintaining operating systems and application software increase in proportion to $n_m$ with this method. Not only budget but also human resources of the ICT department have continued to decrease in recent years as described above. This is not acceptable if many groups of users have different demands. In that case, the administrators have to decline some of those requests for specific model disk images to keep $n_m$ small since $c_{o,os}$ and each $c_{o,app}(a)$ for each $m$ are concentrated in a specific period of days along with taking a long time for each and thus cause heavy burden on the administrators.

In practice, most application software requested from specific groups of users, especially small groups of users, will not be served as a general rule with both methods due to cost-effectiveness. Our university has this general rule currently. Both methods also do not support real-time control of restriction policies by teachers during their classes.

The method proposed in this paper prevents $c_{o}$ from excessively increasing while providing flexible application software environments including real-time execution control which is not fulfilled with the traditional method. The execution control of application software on each educational PC described later in Section 5 helps this. If due to only the policies in the institution, the administrators do not have to manage multiple model disk images unlike the traditional method. This prevents $c_{o}$ from excessively increasing.

In addition, the proposed method reduces $c_{i}$ if some software vendors with only device license options in their standard (and thus have no special scheme to control the execution of their application software) accept the assumption of the proposed method: just installing certain application software on educational PCs do not consume licenses if its execution is restricted. Multiple software vendors, especially small software vendors or individuals, will be willing to provide the institution with a non-standard contract following the above assumption, as long as reasonable and convincing execution control is performed and they can trust the institution, without passing up on their sales opportunities. In this case, the license cost for certain application software is reduced to the amount of the number of possible execution. Note that the proposed method supports both user and device license options with its execution control mechanism described later in Section 5.

The management costs of the proposed method with one model disk image $\epsilon_{pro}(1)$ and with $n_m (\geq 2)$ model disk images $\epsilon_{pro}(n_m)$ are expressed as follows:

$$
\epsilon_{pro}(1) = \left( c_{o,os}(1) + c_{o,pro}(1) \right) + \left\{ \sum_{a \in A_{user}} n_{user}(a)c_{luser}(a, n_{user}(a)) \right\} + \left\{ \sum_{a \in A_{pc}} n_{pc}c_{lpc}(a, n_{pc}) \right\} + \left\{ \sum_{a \in M} n_{exe}(a)c_{lexe}(a, n_{exe}(a)) \right\} + \left( c_{o,os} + \sum_{a \in A} c_{o,app}(a) + c_{o,os}(1) + c_{o,pro}(1) \right).$$
\[
c_{pc} (\text{n_m}) = \left( c_{c,sta}(1) + c_{c,sta}(\text{n_m}) + c_{c,pro}(\text{n_m}) \right) \\
+ \left\{ \sum_{a \in A_{pc,sta}} n_{\text{user}}(a)c_{\text{user}}(a, n_{\text{user}}(a)) \right. \\
+ \sum_{a \in A_{pc,pro}} n_{pc,ins}(a)c_{pc}(a, n_{pc,ins}(a)) \\
+ \sum_{a \in A_{pc,exe}} n_{exe}(a)c_{exe}(a, n_{exe}(a)) \\
+ \left. \sum_{a \in A_{pc,app}} c_{pc,os} + \sum_{a \in A_{pc,ins}(m)} c_{pc,app}(a) \right\} \\
+ c_{c,sta}(1) + c_{exe}(n_{exe}) + c_{c,pro}(n_{m}). \tag{4}
\]

where \(c_{c,pro}(1)\) and \(c_{c,pro}(\text{n_m})\) are the additional system costs of the proposed method with one and \(n_m\) model disk images, respectively. They contain additional server cost and additional system maintenance cost to improve the proposed system during its operation. \(A_{pc,ins}\) and \(A_{pc,exe}\) are sets of application software, in this institution, with only device license options in its standard. Certain application software is classified into \(A_{pc,exe}\) if its software vendor provides the institution with a non-standard contract following the assumption of the proposed method. Otherwise, the application software is classified into \(A_{pc,ins}\). That is, \(A_{pc,ins} \cup A_{pc,exe} = A_{pc}\) and \(A_{pc,ins} \cap A_{pc,exe} = \emptyset\). \(n_{exe}(a)\) is the number of users who can execute the application software \(a\) or the number of educational PCs where \(a\) can be executable. That is, \(n_{exe}(a) \leq n_{pc,ins}(a)\). \(c_{exe}(a, n_{exe}(a))\) is the per-user or per-device license cost for \(a\) when \(n_{exe}(a)\) users can execute \(a\) or \(a\) can be executable on \(n_{exe}(a)\) educational PCs. \(c_{c,pro}(1)\) and \(c_{c,pro}(n_{m})\) are the additional operating costs of the proposed method with one and \(n_m\) model disk images, respectively. They contain costs to negotiate with application software vendors and additional system upgrade, setting change, user education and support, and troubleshooting costs. Other variable definitions are identical with those in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Equation (4) shows that the operating costs for maintaining operating systems and application software also increase in proportion to \(n_m\) with the proposed method with \(n_m\) model disk images. In addition, if no requested software vendors accept the proposed system, the proposed method cannot save \(c_0\). The proposed method, however, reduces \(n_m\) itself compared to the traditional method when the administrators have to restrict use of each application software to specific groups of users or educational PCs, preventing \(c_0\) from excessively increasing, as described above. It can save a limited number of licenses for students who actually need the application software. The proposed method can also provide real-time execution control for application software by teachers as well as the administrators without losing definitive decisions of the administrators, as described later in Section 5.3.

In terms of usefulness, \(c_{c,pro}(1)\), \(c_{c,pro}(n_{m})\), \(c_{c,pro}(1)\) and \(c_{c,pro}(n_{m})\) have to be kept low against the benefit of the proposed method. We tried to prevent \(c_{c,pro}(1)\) and \(c_{c,pro}(n_{m})\) from increasing by implementing the system without additional license fees as far as possible, as described later in the next section. The proposed method does not require an additional powerful server according to the results of its fundamental performance evaluations with its prototypes described later in Section 6.4. We also tried to prevent setting change cost in \(c_{c,pro}(1)\) and \(c_{c,pro}(n_{m})\) from increasing by involving teachers which have their own requests into the operation, as described later in Section 5.2, though it creates additional user education and support costs and additional troubleshooting cost. The sum of additional user education and support costs and additional troubleshooting cost will get lower than the additional setting cost for changing policies for each application software, every time, as soon as teachers request for it.

### 3. Related Work

Computer-Based Testing (CBT) is a form of testing to measure the proficiency of students [13], [14]. Instead of papers, it uses computers for testing to improve overall efficiency. When a strict examination is held with computers, the use of application software that is not needed for the examination has to be restricted. For this purpose, a special system to prohibit the execution of unnecessary application software is sometimes provided by the examination authority.

This kind of system usually statically changes the rights of the execution of application software, while our method dynamically controls it. Any teacher during class can create strict examination environments in real time with the proposed method.

Application streaming is another method to create individual application software environments [15], [16], [17]. Images of application software can be distributed from a central server to educational PCs on demand with this method. If all of the application software used in an institution could be streamed, the administrators in the institution could theoretically create arbitrary application software environments on their educational PCs with one model disk image.

A major drawback of this method, currently, is system cost. A powerful central server is needed to stream application software. The license cost of streaming software itself is also high. The procedure to maintain application software images creates new operating cost. Moreover, in most systems, teachers, not administrators, cannot change application software environments dynamically during class. This method also does not control locally installed application software.

There are some commercial products to control the execution of installed application software on Windows PCs [18], [19], [20]. We, however, implemented a new system to show the feasibility of our method for some reasons. First, most of them were not originally made for the purpose of the reduction of the administrative burden with a disk image distribution system. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, none of them satisfied all of our demands which includes those of our future work. One system does not manage the number of occupied licenses and thus cannot restrict the execution of application software depending on the number of remaining licenses. Another system does not have a user interface for teachers to change application software environments dynamically. Moreover, we tried to reduce the system cost \(c_0\) in Eq. (1), by implementing the system without additional license fee. To ease future customization is also one of our reasons.

**Group Policy**, a feature of Windows, provides an infrastruc-
ture for centralized configuration management of the operating system [21]. When used in conjunction with Active Directory, Group Policy (Domain Group Policy) lets the administrators control the security and permissions for Organizational Units (OUs), certain groups of users or computers, within the domain [22]. As one of many features, Group Policy has a function to control the execution of application software (Software Restriction Policies) [23]. The centralized software restriction using this function in conjunction with Active Directory is a general countermeasure against malware in many business enterprises. Although Software Restriction Policies are changed in almost real time with the Group Policy Management Console (GPMC), it is not realistic to let teachers use it since it is a tool for administrators [24]. Note that our prototype utilizes Group Policy (Local Group Policy) as described later in Section 6.1.

4. Management of Educational PCs

This section presents an overview of the management of educational PCs using a disk image distribution system. Its problem is also clarified.

4.1 Management with Disk Image Distribution System

In order to let students use every educational PC in an institution in the same way, the administrators have to configure all of the educational PCs in the same state beforehand. If the administrators configured them individually, the management cost became high. A disk image distribution system is used in most institutions to address this issue. With the disk image distribution system, the administrators can distribute a disk image of one model educational PC to all of their educational PCs at once.

Depending on the timing of disk image distribution, there are two types of systems. One (former type) has to distribute a model disk image before actual use. The other (latter type) can distribute it when educational PCs are started. Since our university has a former system, we distribute a model disk image at midnight once a month.

Figure 1 shows a conceptual structure of disk image distribution systems. The image distribution server is introduced in the server room and stores model disk images. Each model disk image is distributed from the server to each educational PC in each PC room. Multicast distribution is usually deployed with the former system to distribute to groups of educational PCs.

4.2 Problem with Disk Image Distribution System

In higher educational institutions like universities, it is always required to create individual application software environments depending on requests from each department or each teacher.

Each department has its own educational policies. Suppose that one department hopes to allow its students to use certain application software while the other departments have no interest in the application software. If no additional license fee is needed, the administrators can include the application software in the model disk image and distribute it to all of their educational PCs. However, if the same number of paid-for licenses as the number of installations is needed, it creates fruitless license cost. Essentially, it is reasonable to have the same number of licenses as the number of educational PCs in the PC room of the corresponding department in this case.

If the application software has floating license options, the license cost can be reduced [25]. However, if no sophisticated license servers are provided, it is difficult for students who actually need the application software to be allowed to use it. Students who do not belong to the corresponding department can waste a limited number of licenses. In addition, if the requested application software should be used after sufficient ethics and compliance education, the administrators will not want the other students to use it.

Note that, as described above, if a disk image distribution system is used with two or more images, the above problem is solvable to some extent [26]. Individual application software environments can be created by distributing a different disk image for the PC room in every department. This method, however, increases the number of model disk images which the administrators have to maintain. This leads to an increase in $c_0$ in Eq. (1), as shown in Section 2. Moreover, if the target is changed into a subset of students in that department and the former type of image distribution system described in the previous subsection is used in that institution, this method cannot address the situation.

There is a way to allow teachers, or perhaps students, to create their own disk images and maintain them [27], [28], [29]. This method, however, is not universal since it requires the teachers, or the students, to have certain amount of skill and knowledge about computers. Instead of having flexibility, the cost to support them becomes high.

Furthermore, even when the latter type of the image distribution system described in the previous subsection is used, application software environments on the educational PCs are fixed after they are started. Teachers cannot dynamically change the environments during their classes.

5. Proposed Flexible Management Method with Execution Control

To address the problem described in the previous section, a flexible method to create individual application software environments, which does not rely on creating specific model disk images, is proposed in this paper. The proposed method controls the execution of application software on each educational PC in accordance with policies from departments or teachers. Teachers as well as administrators can directly and dynamically change its configuration during class.

A functional structure of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 2 The proposed method has three components. One is Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). Another is Policy Administration Point (PAP). The other is Policy Decision Point (PDP).

PEP is deployed on each educational PC. It actually controls the execution of application software in accordance with decided policies from its PDP. PAP submits changes in policies to its PDP on behalf of teachers. The teachers can modify their policies using their PAP. PDP on the policy decision server has a responsibility for policy decisions. It stores policies from its PAPs with its policy database. When a PEP requests policies for the corresponding educational PC or student, PDP searches its policy database, and replies with the result. PDP also actively notifies its PEPs of changes to its policy database.

Details of these components are described in the following subsections.

5.1 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)

PEP is deployed on each educational PC to directly control the execution of application software in accordance with decided policies from its PDP. Since it is indispensable for the proposed method, it is configured to start automatically as a service when each educational PC is started. Students must not be allowed to terminate the service.

When starting up, each PEP requests initial policies (initial request) associated with the combination of corresponding user ID and IP address of its educational PC. After receiving a reply, the PEP enforces the initial policies on the educational PC. The received initial policies contain a default policy for the combination. It determines default rules for unspecified application software. Students have rights to execute all of the application software except for those which are expressly denied if retrieval of the default policy is set to permit. They cannot use all of the application software except for those which are expressly allowed if their default policy is set to deny.

After initial setup, the PEP waits for additional instructions from its PDP. If associated policies stored in the policy database are changed, the PEP receives the modifications from the PDP. The PEP enforces the new policies on its educational PC. If the use of certain application software running on the educational PC is changed into prohibition, the PEP urges its student to quit it and finally forces it. The PEP also requests policies (on-demand request) to its PDP each time the student tries to use the application software whose simultaneous use is limited. Without obtaining permission, the PEP continues restricting the use of the corresponding application software.

As for the identification of certain application software, there are possibly two ways. One is based on the name or path of the corresponding executable file. The other is based on its hash. The proposed method employs the latter to prevent students from spoofing allowed application software. A file that is renamed or moved to other folders results in an identical hash [23]. Thus, students cannot avoid deny rules just by renaming or moving executable files.

Note that if the students could change unused bytes of these executable files, the students could avoid the deny rules. This problem could be solved by restricting the execution of all of the application software whose executable file does not have valid digital signatures. Our prototype, described later in Section 6, did not employ this method for the following reasons. First, there is a lot of application software whose executable file is not digitally-signed at present and thus it is hard to manage educational PCs based on this method. Next, according to the warning on their user interface, certificate rules in Software Restriction Policies, described later in Section 6.1, have a performance issue. Also, individual rules cannot be defined for multiple executable files digitally signed by the identical software vendor using certificate rules in the Software Restriction Policies. Finally, we thought that the risk was acceptable for the management of educational PCs as the attacks require a certain level of skills and many students will not attempt the attacks by taking risks.

5.2 Policy Administration Point (PAP)

PAP is used to configure policies in the policy database. Authorized teachers as well as the administrators can create individual application software environments at any time using their PAP. If a teacher wants to change the enforcement policies in his or her class, the teacher submits a new policy along with the PAP. If a teacher wants to change the enforcement policies in his or her class, the teacher submits a new policy along with the specified user ID or IP address (or subnet address). We tried to prevent \( c_{\text{per}}(1) \) and \( c_{\text{per}}(n_{\text{m}}) \) in Eq. (4) from increasing, by allowing teachers themselves to directly configure their policies.

Since the subnet address for a specific classroom is always fixed, using subnet addresses is simple for normal classes. As for using user IDs, the current version of the proposed system assumes that teachers have the lists of user IDs of registered students for their classes in advance. For example, in our university, the teachers can get the lists of student IDs of registered students from the academic affairs system, and they can convert the lists into the lists of user IDs using another web-based tool. A way to cooperate with other systems to simplify this operation has to be discussed in our future work.

PAP also has functions to specify the number of simultaneous use for certain application software. Floating license options are supported with this function even when no special license servers are provided. Although there is a case where multiple applications (or multiple versions of application software) are associated with a single license (e.g., a software suite which consists of multiple applications), the proposed method does not currently support this case. To handle this, a sophisticated application group-
ing technique is needed, which we have started to address [30]. Details will be considered in our future work. PAP also has a function to register the default policy.

Moreover, as described in the previous subsection, the proposed method employs the hash of the executable file for application software to identify and control its execution. Teachers have to register the hash of the executable file for the application software before they can configure policies for the application software. Hence, PAP has another function to help the teachers calculate and register the hash.

When teachers log out, their PAP notifies its PDP of it to delete their policies from the policy database since it is considered that they finished their class.

5.3 Policy Decision Point (PDP)

PDP on the policy decision server stores policies in the policy database and has the responsibility for policy decisions. When a request from each PEP arrives, the PDP searches its policy database with the specified user ID and IP address, and replies with a result. The PDP checks the number of simultaneous use as well if it is limited for the associated application software.

Since PDP can be a single point of failure, special care for high availability is needed. Current virtualization and redundancy technologies can help this. Note that, if PDP consists of two servers for redundancy (e.g., an active PDP and a standby PDP), the policy databases on both servers have to be synchronized [31]. Since how to treat the single point of failure affects $c_s$ in Eq. (1), a countermeasure has to be carefully selected according to the required service level.

PDP also has a function to notify its PEPs of changes in its policy database. If teachers add or delete their policy using their PAP, the PDP checks whether certain PEP is affected with the modification or not. First, the PDP creates the list of running PEPs associated with the added or deleted policy. Then, for each PEP on the list, the PDP searches its policy database again, and sends its result.

PDP stores policies from administrators and from teachers separately in its policy database. More precisely, it separately stores those policies for each default policy.

It first searches policies from administrators. As a resulting action, the administrators can specify one of the following four actions: permit, deny, weak permit, or weak deny. If permit or deny is selected in the matched policy, PDP replies with the resulting action immediately. Otherwise, PDP subsequently searches for policies from teachers. As a resulting action, teachers can specify either of the following two actions: permit or deny. If a matched policy is found in the policies from teachers, PDP replies with the resulting action. Otherwise, PDP replies with permit (or deny) when weak permit (or weak deny) was specified in the matched policy from administrators. PDP finally replies with permit (or deny) when the default policy is permit (or deny).

The proposed method employs this kind of hierarchy in order for the administrators not to lose definitive decisions. The introduction of weak permit and weak deny enables the administrators to delegate their authority to the limited scope.

A flowchart of this determining process including consideration of simultaneous use is summarized in Fig. 3. If the number of simultaneous use for certain application software is limited when an initial request arrives, PDP replies by tentatively denying to save finite resources. PDP repeats this process when policies for

![Fig. 3 A flowchart for determining the result.](image-url)
Fig. 4 An operation procedure of the proposed method.

**5.4 Operation Procedure**

An operation procedure of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4. It shows the procedure from before a student logs in to an educational PC to after a teacher logs out of the system. The teacher changes his or her policies during his or her class. Note that *Processing time 1* and *Processing time 2* are referenced later in Section 6.4. The operation procedure, consisting of three kinds of procedures, is depicted in Fig. 4 and can be summarized as follows.

First, the initial procedure after the students’ login is described. When a student logs in to an educational PC (1-1), the PEP on the educational PC requests initial policies to its PDP by informing the PDP of the associated user ID and IP address (1-2). Receiving the request, the PDP searches its policy database (1-3) and replies with the initial policies for the requesting PEP (1-4). Receiving the reply, the PEP enforces the received initial policies (1-5).

Next, the policy configuration procedure during classes is described. When a teacher logs in to another educational PC and configures his or her policy (suppose that it is related to the student) using the PAP on his or her educational PC (2-1), the PAP submits the new policy to its PDP (2-2). Receiving the submission, the PDP adds the new policy to its policy database (2-3) and acknowledges the submission to the PAP (2-4). The PDP then searches its policy database to find related PEPs (2-5) and notifies the PEPs of the modification of its policies (2-6). Receiving the notification, each PEP enforces the modified policies (2-7).

Finally, the cleanup procedure after classes is described. When a teacher logs out of the system after his or her class finishes (3-1), the PAP notifies its PDP of it (3-2). Receiving the notification, each PDP deletes his or her policies from its policy database (3-3) and acknowledges the notification to the PAP (3-4). The PDP then searches its policy database to find related PEPs (3-5) and notifies the PEPs of the modification of its policies (3-6). Receiving the notification, each PEP enforces the modified policies (3-7).

**6. Implementation**

The Execution Control Program, Configuration Tool, and Policy Decision Server were implemented as prototypes of PEP, PAP, and PDP, respectively. Since they were prototypes, they did not have all required features including precise error management features nor were not fully optimized for scalability yet. For example, no indexes were created on the Policy Database. Mutual authentication between those components was not implemented, though use of SSL authentication and encryption will be a candidate. To prevent $c_{\text{geo}}(1)$ and $c_{\text{geo}}(2)$ in Eq. (4) from increasing, it would be reasonable to use long-lived (half or all of the contract period of the educational system) certificates within relatively closed networks like networks for educational systems.

We conducted some basic operation tests of these prototypes and confirmed that they worked as we expected. We also evaluated the fundamental performance of the prototypes.

Details of the prototypes, basic operation tests, and fundamental performance evaluations are shown in the following subsections.

**6.1 Execution Control Program**

The Execution Control Program was implemented in C#.

First of all, a function to control the execution of certain application software was implemented using Software Restriction Policies in Group Policy, as described above in Section 3. More precisely, not those in Domain Group Policy for OUs, but those in Local Group Policy for local computer were utilized, since OUs are usually defined as relatively static units such as one’s organization for manageability.

Software Restriction Policies have four types of rules to control the execution of application software: hash rules, certificate rules, path rules, and Internet zone rules [23]. Hash rules identify application software based on the hash of associated executable file. Certificate rules identify application software based on the signer of the digital signature for the associated executable file. Individual rules cannot be defined for multiple executable files digitally signed by the identical software vendor using certificate rules as described above in Section 5.1. Path rules identify application software based on the path of the associated executable file. Internet zone rules only apply to files with the .msi extension, which are Windows Installer packages.

Rules for specific application software are implemented with the execution control using hash rules in the Software Restriction Policies as designed above in Section 5.1. The execution control using hash rules in the Software Restriction Policies is performed when the following three data are written in the registry. One is $\text{HashAlg}$ (for Hash Algorithm), another is $\text{ItemData}$, and the other is $\text{ItemSize}$. Since MD5 is used for the calculation of the hash, $\text{HashAlg}$ is always 32,771 (in decimal). $\text{ItemData}$ contains
the hash of the associated executable file. ItemSize includes the size of the executable file. When receiving policies from its Policy Decision Server, each Execution Control Program adds these three data into the registry or deletes them from the registry.

Default deny policies are implemented using the execution controls using path rules in the Software Restriction Policies. An asterisk representing a wild-card character is written into the registry as a specified path. This means use of all of the application software is prohibited on that PC. Note that since hash rules have priority over path rules, the execution of application software that students are allowed to use is controllable using hash rules even under default deny policies.

A feature to urge and force students to quit specified application software was implemented as follows. First, each Execution Control Program extracts all of the processes during execution by using a class library of C#. Then it compares hashes of the executable files for these processes with the hash of the executable file for the specified application software. If a matched process is found, the Execution Control Program displays a message to urge a student to quit the application software. The student can preserve contents of the current work at this stage. After a definite period of time, the program issues a close command to alert the student that he or she does not have much time left. Nevertheless the student still uses the application software after another definite period of time. Then, the Execution Control Program issues a kill command to force the application software to quit.

Moreover, each Execution Control Program has a user interface for students. Before using certain application software that the institution has a limited number of licenses for, a student has to push the button corresponding to the application software on his or her Execution Control Program to issue an on-demand request. This button also has other roles to show the student current policies and to let the student release the right of use when he or she finishes using the associated application software whose simultaneous use is limited. When the student logs out of the educational PC, the Execution Control Program notifies the Policy Decision Server of it using its closing procedure.

In actual environments, there are several cases when some error management features are required, such as when the interruption of power supply or network access for specific or all educational PCs occurs. In these cases, the Execution Control Program cannot complete its closing process to release the right of use for the application software whose simultaneous use is limited or cannot receive directions from the Policy Decision Server. Our current prototypes do not have any specialized countermeasures for these. This is a remaining implementation issue though timeout and retransmission mechanisms may address it.

6.2 Configuration Tool

The Configuration Tool was also implemented in C#.

A screenshot of the Configuration Tool is shown in Fig. 5. It has six tabs: login tab, policy tab, simultaneous use tab, default policy tab, application software tab, and logout tab. The login tab and logout tab are used for teachers to log in to and logout of their Configuration Tool, respectively. Currently, authentication and authorization mechanisms do not cooperate with the integrated authentication system of our university. This extension will be included in our future work. Well-used LDAP-based authentication and authorization will be candidate solutions.

Figure 5 shows a screenshot when the policy tab is selected. This tab is used for teachers to manage their current policies. After inputting its configuration parameters (the number of allowed simultaneous use, user ID, IP address (or subnet address), and target application software) into each combo box and text box, a teacher pushes the add button. Then, the Configuration Tool submits the input policy to its Policy Decision Server. The Configuration tool also displays the input policy on the list box on the lower part. To delete a submitted policy, the teacher selects the corresponding policy and pushes the delete button. The current prototype has not provided a way to reorder the registered policies in arbitrary order. A new policy is simply added as the most prior policy. It also currently has no feature to apply the same policy to groups of students without using subnet addresses. These features will be included in our future work.

The simultaneous use tab is used for teachers to configure the number of allowed simultaneous use of the specific application software. After inputting its configuration parameters (the number of allowed simultaneous use, user ID, IP address (or subnet address), and target application software) into each combo box and text box, a teacher pushes the add button (it is on the simultaneous use tab and is not shown in Fig. 5). Then, the Configuration Tool submits the input policy of the simultaneous use to its Policy Decision Server. The Configuration tool also displays the input policy of simultaneous use on the list box on the lower part. To delete a submitted policy of simultaneous use, the teacher selects the corresponding policy and pushes the delete button (it is also on the simultaneous use tab and is not shown in Fig. 5).

The default policy tab is used for teachers to change the default policy for each student. After inputting its configuration parameters (default policy, user ID, and IP address (or subnet address)) into each combo box and text box, a teacher pushes the add button (it is on the default policy tab and is not shown in Fig. 5). Then, the Configuration Tool submits the input default policy to its Policy Decision Server. The Configuration Tool also displays the input default policy of simultaneous use on the list box on the lower part. To delete a submitted default policy of simultaneous use, the teacher selects the corresponding policy and pushes the delete button (it is also on the default policy tab and is not shown in Fig. 5).

The application software tab is used for teachers to register the hash of the executable file for unregistered application software. The open button (it is on the application software tab and is not shown in Fig. 5) helps each teacher to input its configuration pa-
rameters: file name, file path, file hash, and file size. When the teacher pushes this button, the list of all of the executable files on his or her educational PC is displayed. All the teacher has to do at this point is to select the intended executable file from this list. Above four parameters are displayed automatically after the calculation of the hash of the executable file. The Configuration Tool submits these parameters when the teacher pushes the submit button (it is also on the application software tab and is not shown in Fig. 5).

6.3 Policy Decision Server

The Policy Decision Server was implemented in Perl. MySQL was selected as the DBMS for the Policy Database.

The following ten kinds of tables were created in the Policy Database: Policy Table for Administrators, Policy Table for Teachers, Allowed Number Table for Administrators, Allowed Number Table for Teachers, Allowed Student Table, Student Table, Default Policy Table, Application Software Table, Administrator Table, and Teacher Table. Policy Table for Administrators and Policy Table for Teachers exist for each default policy. A figure of the tables in the Policy Database is shown in Fig. 6.

The Policy Tables for Administrators and Policy Tables for Teachers are used to store policies from administrators and teachers, respectively. Each record in these tables has the application ID, resulting action (permit, deny, weak permit, and weak deny for administrators, and permit or deny for teachers), associated user ID and IP address (or subnet address), and registrant user ID. When a policy from a teacher or an administrator has arrived, the Policy Decision Server adds or deletes the associated record.

The Allowed Number Table for Administrators and Allowed Number Table for Teachers store the number of allowed simultaneous use. The limitation of simultaneous use is controlled based on these tables. Each record in those tables has application ID, the number of allowed simultaneous use, associated user ID and IP address (or subnet address), and registrant user ID. When a policy of simultaneous use from a teacher or an administrator has arrived, the Policy Decision Server adds or deletes the associated record.

The Allowed Student Table holds the application ID and user ID and IP address of all of the students who are currently logged in to educational PCs. When a student logs in to an educational PC, its Execution Control Program sends an initial policy request. The Policy Decision Server obtains the user ID and IP address of the student from this request and adds it into the Student Table. When the Policy Decision Server receives the notification of logout of the student, it deletes the corresponding record from the Student Table.

The default action of students is specified in the Default Policy Table. Each record holds the default action, associated user ID and IP address (or subnet address), and registrant user ID.

The Application Software Table holds parameters to identify specific application software and control its execution on each Execution Control Program. Each record in this table has the application ID, file name, file path, file hash, and file size of the executable file for the corresponding application software.

The Administrator Table and Teacher Table hold the user ID and password of all of the administrators and all of the teachers, respectively. Each record in the Teacher Table also has the current IP address of an associated teacher.

First, when a request (an initial or on-demand request) from an Execution Control Program has arrived, the Policy Decision Server decides a response based on the contents of its Policy Tables and Allowed Number Tables. If the current default policy of the associated Execution Control Program represents permit, then the Policy Tables for the default permit is used. Otherwise, the Policy Decision Server refers to the Policy Tables for the default deny.

The Policy Decision Server determines the most appropriate policy for the requesting Execution Control Program by sequentially issuing SQL requests to these tables. For each table, it extracts matched policies using a select statement. As the subnet addresses are stored as simple decimal digit sequences with dots and a slash in the current prototypes, a Perl function checking whether an IP address (also stored as a simple decimal digit sequence with dots) is within a subnet address or not is called when the matched policies are described using subnet addresses.

Policy Tables for Administrators have priority over Policy Tables for Teachers in order for the administrators not to lose definitive controls of the execution of application software, as already described in Section 5.3. Administrators should not use permit policies along with deny all policies to describe user or device license options so that teachers can disallow the use of corresponding application software. The administrators should use weak permit or weak deny policies instead.

The Allowed Number Table for Administrators also has priority over Allowed Number Table for Teachers, though we suppose that it is quite rare that both an administrator and a teacher configure the number of allowed simultaneous use for the same
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Fig. 6 Tables in the Policy Database.
Tables 1 and 2 show examples of a part of the Policy Table for Administrators for default permit and Allowed Number Table for Administrators, respectively. Use of application 1 is restricted only to a specific PC room and its simultaneous use is limited to fifty. Teachers in the PC room can still disallow the execution of the application in their classes. Use of application 2 is also restricted only to the specific PC room. Students are, however, not allowed to use the application even in the PC room without an explicit allowance from teachers.

Next, when a request for adding or deleting a policy from the Configuration Tool, the Policy Decision Server first specifies Execution Control Programs affected by the policy change. It utilizes the Student Table to create the list of affected Execution Control Programs. It calls the above Perl check function for each record in the Student Table to extract the affected Execution Control Programs when the added or deleted policy is described using a subnet address to specify its targets. The Policy Decision Server then reevaluates the policies for each affected Execution Control Program and sends the resulting policies to the Execution Control Program.

Moreover, when new managed application software is submitted from a teacher, the Policy Decision Server searches its Application Software Table. When the application software that has the identical hash does not already exist, the Policy Decision Server registers its application ID, file name, file path, file hash, and file size on its Application Software Table. The Policy Decision Server also sends these parameters to the Execution Control Programs and Configuration Tools currently running.

### 6.4 Basic Operation Tests and Fundamental Performance Evaluations

We prepared two PCs having the Execution Control Program as educational PCs for students, one PC having the Configuration Tool as an educational PC for teachers, and one Policy Decision Server within an experimental network. Some basic operation tests including the following were conducted and all of the fundamental features of the proposed method were confirmed to work as expected.

- Test for behavior against the initial request
- Test for behavior against the on-demand request
- Test for behavior against the change of policy
- Test for behavior against the change of managed application

Moreover, we evaluated the fundamental performance of the prototypes within the above experimental environments. To investigate scalability of the proposed method, two kinds of processing time of the Policy Decision Server were measured since a large number of multiple simultaneous requests or notifications were created within the associated processes, compared to the other processes.

One is the time from just start receiving an initial request (after the accept socket function and before the recv socket function in the source code of the Policy Decision Server program, which is omitted due to space limitations) and to just finish replying initial policies (after the close socket function in the source code of the Policy Decision Server program) [32]. It is the time to process the operations (1-2)–(1-4) in Fig. 4, as shown as Processing time 1 in Fig. 4.

We measured this processing time to evaluate the tolerance for simultaneous start of educational PCs. The parameters affecting this measurement contain the number of educational PCs, the number of rules on the Policy Tables and Allowed Number Tables, and the number of application software in the Application Software Table. Among these parameters, the numbers of rules and application software affect the database search time. The number of rules is affected by the numbers of specific groups for each application software, members of the groups, and PC rooms (subnet addresses) in turn.

As in a typical educational institution, this paper has the following presumptions. The number of application software whose execution has to be separately controlled is within a dozen or a few dozen at most. The number of specific groups for each application software is within a dozen. The number of members of the groups, such as the number of students taking a specific class, is within several dozen or a few hundred at most. The number of PC rooms is within a dozen or a few dozen at most. Recent database servers can select specific records from several tens of thousands of records in a short amount of time though it needs some performance tuning of the database. We thus chose the number of educational PCs as the only variable parameter in this paper. 50, 100, and 150 Execution Control Programs were emulated on one PC, respectively. These numbers translate to 5, 10, and 15 percent of the educational PCs in our university start almost simultaneously. Multiple initial requests were received almost simultaneously (within a few seconds) on the Policy Decision Server in the experiments.

Following the above supposition, we prepared five kinds of managed application software and ten records of policies for each application (fifty records in total) within the Policy Table for Teachers for default permit. The number of rules for each application was chosen based on the number of maximum PC rooms (subnet addresses) in our assumptions. This number may be a few thousand at most when user IDs are used for describing the rules.

We let the Policy Table for Administrators for default permit and both Allowed Number Tables have no records, for simplicity. We had each record of policies within the Policy Table for Teachers specify the corresponding Execution Control Programs using only user IDs and only subnet addresses, respectively, and had no record have a policy related to the requests. That is, all five kinds of managed application software were allowed to use by the default policy.

We evaluated whether or not the processing times were small.
Table 3 Evaluation results when all of the policies were described using only user IDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th># of Execution Control Programs</th>
<th>Processing time Ave. [s]</th>
<th>Min. [s]</th>
<th>Max. [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1-2)–(1-4)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.672</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2-3)–(2-5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Evaluation results when all of the policies were described using only subnet addresses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th># of Execution Control Programs</th>
<th>Processing time Ave. [s]</th>
<th>Min. [s]</th>
<th>Max. [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1-2)–(1-4)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2-3)–(2-5)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 The specifications of the Policy Decision Server used for our experiments.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Fedora 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
<td>Intel® Core™2 Duo Processor E7500 (2.93 GHz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory capacity</td>
<td>2 GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, the processing time of operations (2-3)–(2-5) was also small, compared to about a dozen seconds. These results show that our prototype did not have significant scalability limitations within these fundamental performance evaluations though we have to further evaluate its performance with other remaining features, such as mutual authentication between the components of the proposed method.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a flexible method to manage application software on educational Windows PCs has been proposed and its prototype was implemented.

First, the management cost of educational PCs was formulated and related work was discussed. Then, the traditional method using a disk image distribution system and its problem were described. The problem was that it robbed the administrators of the flexibility of management. It was hard for the administrators to create individual application software environments without significant efforts by the administrators.

To address this problem, the proposed method controls the execution of individual application software on each educational PC. It lets the administrators restrict use of application software to specific groups of users or educational PCs without relying on creating specific model disk images, which causes heavy burden on the administrators. Teachers as well as the administrators can directly and dynamically change its configuration to apply any policies at any time. The administrators do not lose definitive decisions about the execution control of application software in the proposed method.

In future work, we plan to conduct a field test to evaluate the performance of the proposed system more precisely and to find any administrative issues of the proposed method. Some already-described future work including an application grouping technique described in Section 5.2 will be considered. A method to detect changes in hashes of the executable files for managed application software and update the corresponding registered hashes automatically will also be established, which we also already started to address [30]. We will have to consider a way to alleviate the burden on teachers newly created with the proposed method as well.
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